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Abstract

Intelligent, agile manufacturing relies on automated programming of digitally controlled processes. Currently, processes such as Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machining are difficult to automate because of highly restrictive controllers and poor software environments. It is also difficult to utilize sensors and process models for adaptive control, or to integrate machining processes with other tasks within a factory floor setting. As part of a Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) program, a CNC machine control system architecture based on object-oriented design and graphical programming has been developed to address some of these problems and to demonstrate automated agile machining applications using platform-independent software.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Executive Summary

Intelligent, agile manufacturing relies on automated programming of digitally controlled processes. Currently, processes such as Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machining are difficult to automate because of highly restrictive controllers and poor software environments. It is also difficult to utilize sensors and process models for adaptive control, or to integrate machining processes with other tasks within a factory floor setting. As part of a Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) program, a CNC machine control system architecture based on object-oriented design and graphical programming has been developed to address these problems and to demonstrate automated agile machining applications using platform-independent software.

This architecture includes a VME subsystem to control any CNC machine using an object-oriented generic programming language that is EIA-274D compliant. Serial and quadrature encoder interfaces from the VME subsystem to a Fadal Inc. 5-axis milling machine are used to command this testbed commercial controller and receive axes position feedback. A workstation-based graphical programming environment incorporates a menuing system, IGRIP simulation of kinematically correct 3D models of the CNC machine, and a supervisory control program for communication with the subsystem.

A user designs parts and generates initial tool cutting paths using standard CAD/CAM packages such as Pro/Engineer and Pro/Manufacture. These models and paths are imported into the graphical programming environment to set up a virtual IGRIP-based CNC work cell for interactive tool path editing and simulated machining. When satisfied with the resulting verified machining script, the user then calibrates the virtual work cell to the actual setup, downloads the generic script and calibrated tool paths to the subsystem, and executes the machining operation. This script can be archived for future production runs.

1.2 Background

Previous Sandia research has shown a very high payoff in productivity and software reliability resulting from the use of a generic language for the programming of intelligent robot applications. This is the Robot Independent Programming Environment (RIPE) and Language (RIPL). Use of RIPE permits application programmers to use a uniform methodology for structuring the software systems for intelligent robot systems. RIPL is the common language for expressing commands to intelligent robot systems. Use of RIPL enables wide reuse of code across different applications. As part of the Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) program, this concept of a generic language has been extended for manufacturing processes involving devices other than robots, including Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machining centers.

There are several major features in RIPE which contribute to the success of this technology. RIPE models an intelligent system as a set of software classes. A class is a complex data structure which defines all of the attributes and behaviors of whatever entity it logically represents. Classes can therefore be defined for devices such as robots, machining workstations, and sensors, as well as
for "virtual" concepts such as communication handlers and world models. By defining libraries of classes for all components of an intelligent system, it is possible to hide low-level device integration and communication details from end users by encapsulating those details inside each class, and then providing a uniform interface to the class through a higher-level language. Within this context, we have defined the Robot Independent Programming Language (RIPL).

RIPE currently divides a manufacturing work cell into three generic classes, Workpiece, Station, and Device. This is derived from the concept that devices carry out actions on work pieces, and stations are locations in the work space for storing these devices or work pieces. When a Station or Workpiece object is created in an executing application program (an object is a particular instance of the class), database information is used to "fill in the slots" with the attributes of the particular station or work piece being modeled and used by the program. The Device class, on the other hand, is expanded into a hierarchy of subclasses for the different kinds of devices normally found in an intelligent manufacturing system. Active devices which have the property of being able to move or transport a work piece or tool are derived from the Transport subclass. Transport devices include robots, computer numerically controlled machining centers, conveyors, translation tables, or autonomous vehicles. Passive devices which are manipulated by the active devices are derived from the Tool subclass, which is further divided into particular subclasses of tools, such as a Sensor or Grabber. A generic set of messages or commands are defined for each of these generic classes, and these messages constitute the Robot Independent Programming Language (RIPL). Below these generic levels, subclasses are created for the specific devices used by a particular system. These devices are programmed using the same RIPL commands defined at the generic level.

Because RIPE is object-oriented, it also shares all of the advantages of object-oriented technology as applied to intelligent machine systems. Since RIPE is organized around class representations of the objects in a manufacturing work cell, its structure reflects the physical structure of the system. This aids system integration because it is possible to build a software application in parallel with the hardware, therefore allowing software engineers to better communicate with the hardware system integrators during development. This also controls complexity because each object is defined and tested independently of the application and is known to be reliable before it is used. The application simply creates, combines, and manipulates these well-behaved objects through RIPL commands to perform the specific tasks of the system.

In addition, object-oriented design concepts such as inheritance and polymorphism allow software reusability, extensibility, reliability, and portability. Inheritance is the mechanism used to define the hierarchies of objects through subclassing, where a subclass inherits the attributes and behaviors of its parent class while extending its definition with specialized characteristics. RIPE defines a generic abstract base class such as Robot, and then extrapolates this by defining subclasses for specific types of robots. Through this mechanism, the software is extensible and reusable because RIPE extends the concept of a generic robot to a specific robot while at the same time reusing all of the software already written for the generic robot. Polymorphism is the mechanism used for implementing RIPL because it allows different objects derived from the same parent class (i.e. different types of robots) to respond to the same messages in an appropriate manner. This implies that a standard set of RIPL commands for a generic robot is defined, and
then this same set of commands is used to talk to any specific type of robot for which a subclass has been defined. RIPL commands have also been implemented for other types of classes as well, such as sensors, programmable tools, and communication handlers.

RIPL provides consistent interfaces and device independence for application code. Therefore, a device in the work space can be replaced without having to rewrite the application software. Also, an entirely different application can be implemented which will have a similar design structure and will use the same objects and same RIPL commands, but will perform very different tasks. All of these factors contribute to the speed, reliability, and cost of developing complex intelligent systems.

Current RIPE implementations have focused primarily on robots, force sensors, and various communication facilities and protocols. The work performed in this project exploits the RIPE methodology to develop new software classes and RIPL interfaces for another major component of a manufacturing work cell, namely the CNC machine. In addition, there is a need to integrate machining processes with other activities in a manufacturing facility. This integration is accomplished through the development of a Generic Intelligent System Controller (GISC) architecture.

The GISC concept was originally developed as part of the U.S. Department of Energy's Robotic Technology Development Program to design and implement prototype intelligent systems for performing hazardous operations. It is now being used for a variety of applications, including laboratory automation, painting of large structures, and agile machining. GISC is communication oriented and is based on the premise that sophisticated intelligent system performance is achieved by coordinating a collection of semi-autonomous subsystems, each with complementary capabilities. Each subsystem has a well-defined command-and-control interface, and a supervisory control program coordinates the overall activities of the system through these subsystem interfaces. Individual subsystems may also possess real-time low-level control functions which can be performed autonomously and asynchronously. With the right combination of supervisor and subsystem capabilities, such an approach supports the implementation of model-based control and sensor integration within reusable software structures. This approach also promotes the use of modularity, distributed multi-processing environments, and standard commercial interfaces. In order to build a GISC-based system, tools are needed for developing and integrating the supervisor and subsystems into a complete operational control system. Four such tool kits have been developed to provide a range of capabilities required at all levels of an intelligent system.

1.3 Application of the GISC Architecture to a CNC Machine

An application of the GISC architecture in the area of information-driven manufacturing involves the development of an intelligent CNC machine control system architecture which enables one to more fully automate the process from CAD design to finished part. The software implementation consists of a graphical programming environment coupled with a generic transport subsystem which controls a Fadal Inc. vertical machining center through a RIPL translator. The Fadal machine encoders are interfaced to the subsystem for real-time position tracking. In addition, a
touch probe and structured lighting system are also interfaced to the subsystem for part and fixture location.

A typical scenario for using the system begins with the operator opening a window onto his favorite CAD system and designing a part containing features which require machining. When the design is completed, CAD models for the finished part, raw stock, and fixtures are imported into a simulation environment such as Deneb's IGRIP. A kinematically correct model of the milling machine is available within this environment, and the operator performs the necessary setup of the virtual machine by interactively arranging the CAD models of the parts and fixtures in an optimal way for machining operations. The operator then imports a tool path from a package such as Pro Manufacture or interactively generates a tool path by using a space ball to maneuver the machine tool around the part. The system automatically records the motions which can be played back in a simulation mode to verify that there are no collisions and that an acceptable material removal sequence is being performed. When the operator has completed the generation of the program, he can then mount the actual parts and fixtures onto the selected machine bed and use a sensor such as the touch probe to locate the parts and fixtures with respect to the machine coordinate system. This information can be uploaded to the graphical programming environment which uses it to perform its own calibration process to accurately register the model with the real physical world. Then the tool paths derived from the previous simulation are automatically adjusted based on this calibration. Finally, the graphically generated program is downloaded to the generic transport subsystem and executed as a sequence of generic commands to machine the part.
2.0 CNC HARDWARE/SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES

2.1 General Requirements for Agile Machining

There are numerous requirements to be met in order to provide an agile machining capability. Although the architecture researched by this project only provides a starting point for meeting these requirements, one of the project goals was to make industry aware of what is needed for agile machining in order to encourage evolution toward such a capability. The following sections briefly enumerate some of these requirements.

2.1.1 Powerful Controller Architectures

- much faster processing of materials with higher speeds and lower forces (milling rates over 10 inches/sec and drilling rates over 6 inches/sec in aluminum)
- much faster non-machining motions (60 inches/sec and up to 4g acceleration)
- highly automated, high-volume production modes
- many axes operating at the same time in the same workspace (two 6-axis machine tools processing a workpiece mounted on a 3-axis table with access to two 3-axis tool changers, where 9 axes could be controlling a tool-to-workpiece motion within .0002 inch at a relative speed of 6 inches/sec)
- very accurate (in general, .0004 inch on a 20 cubic inch work space, with variations, depending upon types of possible errors and requirements)
- very reliable, running unattended overnight and on weekends (5 years mean time between failures that interrupt production)
- look-ahead processing to generate servo commands based on expected behavior, expected processing loads, and feedback of deviations from expected behavior and expected loads
- a .3 millisecond servo update rate
- ability to program and select from a range of algorithms for motion control
- fast, reliable communication interfaces to access external networks of computers for obtaining engineering information, work schedules, task completion status, etc.
- open, distributed, multiprocessing architecture with modularity and upgradeability
- selection of a system language and programming environment which is efficient yet allows one to develop complex software in a structured way
- standardization of automation interfaces:
  - position feedback devices and other sensory inputs
  - signals exchanged by servo amplifiers
  - communication
  - human interfaces
  - intelligent software
- based on U.S. leadership in computer hardware, software, and analytical abilities

2.1.2 Ability to Perform Complex Machining Operations without Years of Training

- versatile or flexible (able to perform a variety of operations within a known range on a family of workpieces, requiring little programming effort specific to each workpiece)
- packaged sets of generic task-level machining operations which can be selected and
sequenced easily for a variety of applications

2.1.3 Utilization of Sensor Technologies for Real-Time Tool-Path Generation, Modification, and Monitoring

- built-in quality assurance to estimate and correct repeatable dynamic errors and slowly changing operational errors
- health monitoring of controller, tools, and current operations, with interruptibility:
  - propagate alarm signals in 0.1 millisecond when failures in the position feedback subsystem or other critical sections of the control system are detected
  - propagate alarm signals in 1 millisecond when other out-of-control conditions are detected
  - interrupt power to servo control amplifiers or initiate a feed-hold-mode within 1 millisecond of such alarms
  - initiate dynamic braking of all motors immediately after such alarms
- sophisticated position feedback capabilities:
  - ability to interface a controller to a variety of position feedback devices (rotary encoders, optical scales, laser interferometers, incremental as well as absolute position)
  - ability to interface multiple position feedback devices per axis (a feedback device for control and a device for monitoring)
  - much higher ratio of peak velocity to measuring resolution (up to 20 million counts per second)
  - real-time tool-path modification based on position feedback signals (extraction of mean position at a given instant with vibrations filtered out; applying smoothing algorithms and feeding results back into the servo loop; maintaining time histories of position measurements and synchronizing them with other signals)
- fast acquisition and processing of sensors that measure forces, vibrations, acoustic emissions, and angular displacements for monitoring and altering equipment, tool, and process behaviors

2.1.4 Utilization of Solid Modelers, Databases, and Graphical Programming to Realize the Art-to-Part Concept

- framework in which the kinematic and dynamic models of the system can be created, stored, and updated
- models of motion error and those induced by temperature distribution, tooling, and loads
- knowledge of how to automatically calibrate and characterize the behavior of the system
- knowledge of equipment capacity, degradation models, life expectancy models
- libraries of form features to be machined
- libraries of cutting operations (cycles or macros) and ranges of feeds and speeds to machine these form features
- models of process loads for machining these form features which can be used to plan precompensated motion commands
- models of tool degradation and life expectancy
- libraries of geometric, structural, and parametric models of cutting tools, fixtures, and families of parts, including tolerances, and the sequence of operations to produce them (relating them to the form features and cutting operations above)
- having a common, efficient, easy-to-use, easy-to-learn programming environment for defining the sequence control logic, continuous motion control, other servo controls, monitoring functions, generating visual indicators of status, generating alarms, etc.,
- software toolkits for:
  - program generation which combines knowledge and data of the machine, its controller, processes,
and products
- emulation of various parts of the control system
- animated simulation of operations
- diagnosis/troubleshooting
- a user interface which provides access to any level of the control system, access to external computer systems, color graphic displays of system state and flow of operations

2.1.5 Integrated environment incorporating all of the above technologies

2.2 Agile Machining Advantages

The following is a list of some of the advantages of agile machining:

1) Automated programming (CAD design to finished part)
2) Short cycles (speed development, minimize programming errors, cut costs)
3) Small learning curve (reduce skilled shop floor labor)
4) Process control (increased accuracy)
5) On-line verification (fewer reworked or scrapped parts)
6) Concurrent design (reduce design change time and eliminate dry runs)
7) Responsiveness, scalability (increased part complexity, variety, variable lot sizes)
8) Standards (tooling, fixtures, software interfaces)
9) Rapid reconfiguration (cost-effective prototyping, smooth transition to production)

2.3 Future Integrated Technologies

While significant advances have been realized in recent years in areas such as metal part fabrication and inspection, integration of these recent technologies into a single processing cell has been limited. The use of separate forging, measuring, and machining centers remains the norm. This situation is not lost on industrial suppliers of machining and inspection systems, yet they face a conservative market which is painfully slow to accept technological advances, thus limiting their resources directed toward advanced system integration. A single machining/inspection cell incorporating recent, proven technological advances would provide an efficient, productive means to realize waste minimization. Such a system would also provide the capability of performing machining operations on cast parts which, due to variances associated with casting and forging processes, are not compatible with today's highly structured machine tool programming and operating environments.

The development of such an integrated system requires the marriage of sensing, data interpretation, and real-time control into a package understandable and acceptable to an "average machine tool operator." Currently available on-machine inspection techniques are limited to collecting a single data point at a time. These processes are based on contact probe or simple laser triangulation techniques which can only resolve a single data point per machine axis motion. The use of current structured light techniques enables data collection rates much more suitable to the continually advancing processing power of today's computers.

Process control, a technique employing feedback control of the input versus the desired output of
a system, has yet to find significant inroads into the machine tool industry. As advanced as today's CNC machining centers appear, only a few offer anything in the way of process control. Referred to as adaptive machining, these controllers provide automatic modulation of feedrates based on sensed spindle torque. This technique provides some benefit in compensating for process variables associated with tool wear and casting uniqueness, but is of limited use since it provides a scalar measurement of what is truly a 3-dimensional process. The application of real-time sensing/control of tool contact force into a machining center would allow the accepted use of non-traditional tooling (shaped cutters designed to create radii, chamfers, and simple edge breaks) as well as providing a means of process control and early (salvagable) error detection (and waste minimization).

Another area of development necessary for the acceptance of productive process control and inspection techniques into a single machining center lies in the system's operator interface. Current CNC controllers rely on "G Code" programming which is adequate for 2D and 2.5D features, resulting in a small percentage of in-production machines producing parts with complex 3D contours, which are programmed only by those few capable of generating "true 5-axis" tool trajectories. Providing the NC programmer with the utility of specifying real-time parameters like desired tool contact force would require an enhanced machine tool programming environment.
3.0 A GISC-BASED CNC CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Toolkits For Building a GISC-Based System

As mentioned in the introduction, in order to build a GISC-based system, tools are needed for developing and integrating the supervisor and subsystems into a complete operational control system. Four such tool kits have been developed to provide a range of capabilities required at all levels of an intelligent system. These include:

1) the GENISAS tool kit which provides the communication facilities needed for the distributed supervisor/subsystem paradigm;
2) the RIPE/RIPL tool kit which enables development of generic subsystems by providing object-oriented interfaces to intelligent system devices;
3) the SMART tool kit which enables development of underlying control systems that provide the performance and flexibility for sensor-based control and teleoperation;
4) the Sancho tool kit which provides for easily reconfigurable menu-based operator interfaces and a dynamic simulation environment.

Figure 1. conceptually illustrates how a GISC-based system is organized with respect to these tool kits.

3.1.1 GENISAS

One of the key elements of any distributed intelligent system architecture is a powerful communication mechanism. The General Interface for Supervisor and Subsystems (GENISAS) is a client/server-based tool kit which provides general communication software interfaces between a supervisory control program and semi-autonomous subsystems, such as those which would be defined in a GISC-based system. There are four main components comprising the tool kit. The first component consists of low-level communication and utilities libraries which are provided to support
reliable transmission of atomic messages and virtual multi-channels for commands, data, status, and exceptions. The next two components include supervisor (client-based) and subsystem (server-based) command and event processing libraries. Finally, there are facilities for message construction, parsing, and conversion. All of these libraries provide capabilities which allow the user to define command sets for table-driven command processing between supervisor and subsystem, data transfer requirements based on single point of control, events for asynchronous processing, and symbol manipulation.

The tool kit uses an object-oriented approach to define standard client and server base classes implemented in the C++ programming language. Through inheritance, application-specific subclasses can be derived. The base classes supply all of the supervisor-to-subsystem communication facilities. The subclasses, which are normally defined by the user, provide the specific command sets and command implementations for control of a particular subsystem, such as for a manipulator or sensor subsystem.

3.1.2 RIPE/RIPL

Another tool kit, the Robot Independent Programming Environment and Robot Independent Programming Language (RIPE/RIPL), is the culmination of one of the earliest efforts to apply object-oriented technologies to building robotic software architectures. RIPE models the major components of a system as a set of C++ software classes. It consists of two main class inheritance hierarchies, Device and CommunicationHandler. The Device hierarchy contains subclasses for different kinds of devices normally found in an intelligent system. Active devices which have the property of being able to move or transport a tool or work piece are derived from the Transport subclass. Transport devices include robots, CNC machines, conveyors, translation tables, or autonomous vehicles. Passive devices, which are manipulated by the active devices, are derived from the Tool subclass, and Tool is further partitioned into particular types of tools such as Sensor or Grabber. The CommunicationHandler class hierarchy defines different ways of communicating with these devices, including serial, parallel, or network-based message passing. A clear separation is maintained between device class implementations and communication interfaces. Figure 2 illustrates the inheritance hierarchy for Device.

A generic set of object messages or "commands" are defined for each of the abstract base classes, and these messages constitute RIPL. For example, a generic set of RIPL calls is defined for the Robot class, and these commands are used for all robots. RIPL object messages are implemented as methods of the robot subclasses defined for each robot type. These subclass implementations serve as "translators" from the generic language to the robot-specific control environment. Implementations are obviously different for different vendors, but the interface is the same. Inheritance and polymorphism are used to associate these generic messages with each subclass defined for a particular robot type, thereby providing a mechanism for generically programming any robot for which a RIPE subclass has been implemented. The entire RIPE/RIPL tool kit is packaged as a set of class libraries.
3.1.3 SMART

For low-level control of actuators and sensors, a third tool kit called SMART (Sequential Modular Architecture for Robotics and Teleoperation) provides the capabilities required for stable autonomous and teleoperated closed loop feedback control. This tool kit can be used with any robot that is capable of accepting external position set points, and it can be used with any sensor that has a VME-based interface. The tool kit consists of a collection of C language libraries, each of which defines an interface to a distinct system “module” such as a sensor, actuator, input device, or kinematic/dynamic element. These “modules” can be asynchronously distributed across multiple CPUs and can execute in parallel with individual fixed-rate servo loops ranging from 100Hz to 1KHz.

SMART is based on 2-port network theory in which each module has a network equivalent. For example, inductors represent inertia, resistors represent damping, capacitors represent stiffness, and transformers represent Jacobians. Modules are connected to create a complete circuit which represents a control system. Typical modules include trajectory modules, kinematic modules, robot joint modules, sensor modules for force control and compliance, and input modules for space ball teleoperation or force reflection. To use the tool kit, an application must define description files which indicate the number and types of modules to be used, how they are distributed, how information is passed between them, their period of operation, and appropriate filter constants.

3.1.4 Sancho

Sancho, a workstation-based tool kit, provides a GISC supervisory control program coupled with interface libraries which connect this supervisor to a graphical programming environment. This environment includes a menuing system based on X-Windows. Through these menus, an operator can command tasks and control the state of the system. Multiple active menu palettes allow for operations to be initiated in parallel. Communication objects from the GENISAS tool kit are used.
internally by the supervisory control program to connect it with an appropriate GISC subsystem such as a manipulator subsystem.

The functions performed by the menus are reconfigurable through ASCII file definitions, thereby allowing the supervisory control program to be reused for controlling different subsystems. A simulation interface library also provides facilities for the operator to execute a commercial simulation package such as Deneb's IGRIP. The operator can then interact with the work cell models that are loaded into this environment in conjunction with the menuing system and supervisor. The simulation environment is also linked through GENISAS to the real-time control system, providing for dynamic model updating and position tracking.

### 3.2 Generic Tool Kit Interfaces

Each of these tool kits, aside from the supervisory control program, can be used completely independently of each other. This implies that they can be used and reused to implement robotic systems based on paradigms which are different from the GISC concept. On the other hand, by integrating them, a very powerful environment can be created for building intelligent system applications which are based on GISC.

This requires the development of interfaces between the tool kits which allow them to maintain their autonomy and, at the same time, allow them to interact with each other according to the GISC philosophy. Such interfaces have been developed, and complete intelligent control systems have been implemented. These systems utilize the tool kits to perform tasks related to problems in such diverse areas as waste remediation and information-driven manufacturing.

#### 3.2.1 Sancho to GENISAS Interface

Beginning at the operator interface level, the supervisory control program provided with Sancho automatically supplies an interface to the GENISAS tool kit because its function is to control the subsystems required for a particular application. This interface includes menu callback routines which use GENISAS client objects and their associated messages to communicate appropriate commands to the available subsystems. The set of commands, as reflected by the menuing system, may be application-specific. However, as mentioned previously, the command set can be easily changed through ASCII configuration data files. Similarly, the menuing system can be interactively redesigned in order to meet customer specifications. Both of these tailoring operations can be performed with minimal programming effort.

The other tools in Sancho provide an interface to Deneb's IGRIP simulation package which is simply treated as another GISC subsystem. If a different simulation package is selected for an application, then a new interface library must be implemented. However, the application programmer's interface between the supervisory control program, menuing system, and the simulation environment should remain the same. Only the underlying simulation interface library implementation must reflect the requirements of the particular simulation package used.
3.2.2 GENISAS to RIPE/RIPL Interface

The next required interface is between GENISAS and RIPE/RIPL. This interface occurs at the subsystem level and is relatively straightforward since both tool kits are object-oriented and implemented as C++ class libraries. A GISC subsystem is normally controlled by a server process which is defined as a subclass of the GENISAS \texttt{StdServerProcess} base class. It therefore inherits all of the communication facilities required by any server. This subclass also defines the methods which implement the command set associated with the subsystem it services. These methods, in turn, are implemented by using RIPL methods defined for the device or devices controlled by the subsystem. The integrated use of RIPE with GENISAS allows for distribution of RIPE objects across multiple CPUs and environments, and provides an ASCII-based script file interface which translates into C++-based RIPL methods.

3.2.3 RIPE/RIPL to SMART Interface

The interface between RIPE/RIPL and SMART is somewhat complex due to the asynchronous, distributed nature of the underlying SMART modules. This interface has two primary components, one associated with the server subclass and one associated with the RIPL methods used by the server. Normally when a subsystem is booted which uses SMART, the desired SMART modules are automatically downloaded as part of a startup script, and numerous tasks associated with them are spawned. The number, type, and distribution of modules are determined by configuration files which are currently compiled with the subsystem initialization code. If multiple CPUs are utilized by SMART, an exact copy of the server code is downloaded to each CPU. These servers are started after SMART module initialization is completed. They also use configuration files to build a “roadmap” which indicates where the SMART modules are located. Through data-driven logic, the server on the first CPU behaves as a “traffic cop” by directing commands received from the supervisor to either itself or to the other servers according to where the SMART modules are located and according to which modules are required to carry out each command. Note that the server code does not have to be modified for different SMART configurations. Only the ASCII configuration files need to be changed. This essentially comprises the first interface to SMART.

The second interface is simpler. The RIPL methods used by the server to carry out commands call routines from the SMART tool kit. These routines, in turn, cause the asynchronous control tasks to change state and thereby affect the state of the devices being controlled by the subsystem. However, a problem with this approach is that RIPL methods now appear to be directly tied to the SMART tool kit rather than remaining autonomous. This can be prevented by defining a \texttt{SMARTRobot} class in RIPE which isolates the RIPL methods that must be implemented in terms of the SMART tool kit. Then subclasses can be derived from \texttt{SMARTRobot} for particular robot types. These subclasses can inherit either a standard robot interface or the SMART robot interface. Therefore, only the \texttt{SMARTRobot} class is dependent upon the SMART tool kit.

3.3 Generic Subsystem for Transport Devices

Using the interface templates just described, a generic server subsystem has been implemented which can be reused with minor modifications to control any transport device that has a RIPL translator. A generic command set has been defined for this transport subsystem, thereby eliminat-
ing the need to reconfigure the Sancho interface whenever a different manipulator is required for a new intelligent system application. Brief descriptions of the generic commands are given in Figure 3.

During a graphical programming session using Sancho, these commands are sent to the generic server subsystem by a GENISAS client which is contained within the supervisory control program. They are sent as ASCII strings with variable numbers of arguments and argument formats. GENISAS internally handles the parsing of the commands and their arguments to determine which method in the server subsystem should be invoked to carry out the command.

The generic transport subsystem is defined as a RobotServer subclass of the GENISAS StdServerProcess base class. It therefore inherits all of the communication facilities required by any server. The RobotServer subclass itself contains the methods which implement the generic command set. These methods, in turn, are implemented by using RIPL methods defined for the appropriate RIPE device driver subclass. This is accomplished by defining a generic pointer (ptr_robot) to the RIPE subclass inside RobotServer and establishing a containment relationship between them. Whenever a RobotServer object is created during subsystem initialization, the RobotServer constructor will create the appropriate RIPE object or objects for the transport device in use. This, in turn, provides the initialization for the device so that it is ready to be controlled through the generic commands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lock:</th>
<th>give supervisor exclusive REMOTE control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Release:</td>
<td>give subsystem exclusive LOCAL control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate:</td>
<td>place transport device in an active state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivate:</td>
<td>place transport device in an inactive state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configure:</td>
<td>configure subsystem for subsequent cmds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetUnits:</td>
<td>set the linear and/or angular units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetSpeed:</td>
<td>set the absolute speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetAcceleration:</td>
<td>set the absolute acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SetToolLength:</td>
<td>set the tool length for the current tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReportState:</td>
<td>return the current device state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveTo:</td>
<td>perform a motion in world space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MovebyJoint:</td>
<td>perform a motion in joint space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveReact:</td>
<td>move until a sensor threshold is exceeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveComply:</td>
<td>move while complying to a surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManualControl:</td>
<td>move under control of a teleoperated device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoadPath:</td>
<td>download a path segment to a motion queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveAlongPath:</td>
<td>perform a path move using current queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClearPath:</td>
<td>clear path motion queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StopMotion:</td>
<td>stop current motion gracefully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetTool:</td>
<td>get specified tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PutTool:</td>
<td>put specified tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenGripper:</td>
<td>enact motion for current tool (open jaws)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloseGripper:</td>
<td>enact motion for current tool (close jaws)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InitRecordFile:</td>
<td>record a log of subsequent trajectories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloseRecordFile:</td>
<td>stop recording trajectories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Generic Transport Subsystem Commands

The RobotServer generic command implementations are identical for any transport device because all RIPE transport device subclasses use the same RIPL calls to program their associated hardware. An example of a simple template for the RobotServer method which implements the
The command is actually executed by calling RIPL method `change_state`. This method will somehow interact with the device to place it in an active state. For a SMART-based controller, this involves calling SMART library routines for activating the SMART control system. As long as each RIPE subclass required by the server has the standard RIPL calls, such as `change_state` for activating the transport device, the same implementation can be used by any server for any transport device. Note in Figure 6, how the `change_state` method is called using the generic `ptr_robot`. Therefore, for each different transport server implementation, the only code modifications required are redefinition of this pointer for the desired RIPE device object contained in `RobotServer` and substitution of the correct RIPE constructor call used to initialize that device. In other words, for a subsystem that controls a Puma robot, `RobotServer` will define a containment relationship with the RIPE class `PRobot`, and the generic `ptr_robot` will be initialized to point to a `PRobot` object. Likewise, for a subsystem that controls a CNC machine, `RobotServer` will define a containment relationship with RIPE class `CNCMachine`, and the generic `ptr_robot` will be initialized to point to a `CNCMachine` object. All of the `RobotServer` command methods will remain unchanged from subsystem to subsystem, producing a high degree of software reuse.

Application-specific information is maintained in ASCII configuration files which are accessed by the `RobotServer` constructor. Such information includes network configuration information, tool and sensor tables, and SMART configuration information if the SMART tool kit is being used for low-level control. The SMART configuration includes which SMART modules are required, which CPUs they are resident on, and which modules are accessed for each generic command implementation.

```c
int RobotServer::Activate(int argc, void ** argv, char * e_msg) {
    int ret = OK;
    static char frame[] = "Activate";
    int location;
    char cntlCmdMsgCopy[100];
    entering(frame);
    // Determine where the command should be executed
    location = WhichCPU(frame);
    // If this is the main server and the command is to be executed
    // somewhere else, send the command to the appropriate cpu.
    // If the transmission is successful, also execute the command
    // on the main server to update state variables
    if ((location > my_cpu_number) && (my_cpu_number == 0)) {
        sprintf(cntlCmdMsgCopy, "<06", frame);
        ret = clientP[location]->SendCommand(cntlCmdMsgCopy, e_msg);
        if (ret == OK)
            ret = ptr_robot->change_state( ACTIVATE);
    }
    // If this is the correct cpu, execute the command
    else if (location == my_cpu_number)
        ret = ptr_robot->change_state( ACTIVATE);
```
Currently this generic server is used to control several different manipulators and a CNC milling machine. Extension of the generic tool kits to support other devices is a straightforward, methodical process because existing detailed designs can be reused. For example, to support a new manipulator, a RIPE subclass must be implemented which provides the translation from RIPL commands to corresponding hardware signals that produce motion. Because the RIPL interface design is already well-defined, the process basically involves implementing each of the methods associated with the RIPL command interface. Then a new version of the generic transport subsystem can be cloned which utilizes this new RIPE object to control the new manipulator. A similar scenario can be followed for extending the SMART tool kit. Development effort may still be significant since different devices have different interfaces with varying degrees of complexity. However, the amount of reuse and resultant savings in time and cost are also significant.

3.4 Applications

Complete intelligent control systems have been implemented which utilize all four tool kits and their interfaces to perform several prototype applications for environmental remediation and information-driven manufacturing. The resulting systems are based on the interactive menuing interface and simulation environment from the Sancho tool kit for automated planning and programming. The supervisory control programs use the set of generic commands described previously to control a transport device required by a given subsystem. This command set is easily extended or modified through Sancho ASCII configuration files and new RobotServer methods to reflect changing requirements. The generic transport server subsystem defined by subclass RobotServer is used to control either a manipulator or CNC machine. This subsystem connects to the supervisor through GENISAS and executes the generic commands for any manipulator or CNC machine that is supported by the RIPE/RIPL and/or SMART tool kits. Currently this includes a Schilling Titan2 manipulator, a Schilling ESM long reach manipulator, various models of the Puma robot, and a Fadal vertical machining center. By starting out with this base system, task-level programming can be accomplished by generating scripts containing sequences of generic commands that perform useful operations.
4.0 SYSTEM OPERATION

4.1 Desired Scenario: CAD Design to Finished Part

The following is a 5-step scenario for machining a part with the graphical-programming-based CNC architecture:

4.1.1 Part Design - CAD System

a) design desired part using standard CAD package (Pro Engineer)
b) design any required fixtures and raw stock models which do not already exist in a library
c) maintain a library of modular standard fixture and raw stock models to reuse

4.1.2 Interactive Setup of Simulated Machine Work Cell

a) import and position models of fixtures, raw stock, and finished part into the simulation environment
b) other information to include in the modeled environment:
   tool selection (based on material, cut length, # flutes, diameter, cost, sharpness)
   material selection (based on hardness, strength)
   part features (geometry, topology, tolerances, surface finish, top of stock, final cut depth, dimensions)
   machine tool selection (based on suitability, limitations, power)
   fixture selection (based on rigidity, orientation, type)
   part quantities
   speeds, feeds, incremental cut values, coolant
   roughing and finishing operations
   ordering of tasks: setup, approach and entry, cutting methods, intermediate motions, exit/withdrawal
   economics, safety

4.1.3 Tool Path Planning

a) let the CAD system (Pro Manufacture) do the initial planning and import it into the simulation environment
b) simulate the tool path for verification, and interactively edit it as needed
c) automatically generate the “program” or “script” which consist of generic commands that will actually implement the machining task on the subsystem
d) playback the script in simulation mode for verification with full-body collision detection and material removal monitoring

4.1.4 Model Registration and Calibration

a) mount actual fixtures and raw stock onto machine
b) use sensors (probe or structured lighting) to locate them with respect to the machine coordinate system and upload this information to the simulation system
c) perform calibration to register the graphical work cell with the actual one
d) automatically adjust the program tool path to reflect the calibration

4.1.5 Execution of the Program to Machine the Part

4.2 Using the Architecture to Machine a Turbine Blade

In the first step of the turbine blade machining process, the fixture which holds the blade has to be aligned with the machine axes. The fixture consists of an adaptive plate attached to the CNC table and another fixture attached to the plate which actually holds the blade. When mounted, the fixture is automatically centered with respect to the default coordinate frame (fixture or part frame) whose origin is located at the top center of the CNC table. However, there is slop in the rotation, so a touch probe is used to determine the rotary angle (A) and the tilt angle (B) for the fixture which are used as part of the new Home location (machine coordinate system made to coincide with the new fixture frame). This is done by touching the fixture with the probe on corner cubes which have been precisely machined onto the fixture. Eight points are generated by touching each end of the 4 sides of the fixture. These 8 points are stored in a file on the workstation as X, Y data which are tool positions with respect to the fixture or part coordinate system. This file is used as input to the next step for calibrating the sensor with respect to the located fixture.

In the second step, a structured lighting sensor has to be calibrated. The sensor is mounted manually in the tool holder. There will be slop in its orientation with respect to the tool holder. Therefore, the sensor coordinate system needs to be computed relative to the current machine coordinate frame which is the fixture or part coordinate system. The touch probe points determined in step one are used to compute locations around the fixture to which the sensor is moved, and readings are taken which are used to calibrate the sensor’s position with respect to the fixture frame. It generates 24 locations (3 at each of the 8 fixture points from step 1 but with different orientations). The sensor readings consist of Y and Z values in the sensor’s coordinate system. These values are used to compute the calibration parameters for the sensor.

Now the turbine blade has to be scanned to determine how much material needs to be removed from its tip. The blade is mounted in the fixture. The sensor is moved around with a fixed tool path to scan the blade. This path is based on what an ideal blade should look like (engineering drawings stored in a Unigraphics CAD file). Normally 120 readings are taken around the circumference of the blade to generate Y and Z values. The results of the blade scan are used to generate a CAD representation of the actual blade. It consists of 120 points along cubic spline representations of the blade tip. This CAD representation is then used to compute a tool path which represents the path which should be followed by a cutting tool to remove excess material from the blade tip in order to get it to match the ideal blade configuration as closely as possible. When generating this data, it is possible to select the number of points to be generated between sensor scan nodes.

Now the blade can be machined. The sensor is removed from the tool holder, the necessary setup functions are performed, and the cutting tool is inserted in preparation for machining the blade tip. The generated tool path is then used to allow the cutting tool to remove the correct amount of material from the blade tip.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Developing software for complex systems continues to be a difficult problem in many areas of industry and government. One of the reasons why progress in the automation of manufacturing processes has been slow is because of the difficulty in programming and integrating diverse devices to interact intelligently together and with their environment. The advanced CNC machine architecture provides a uniform, integrated environment for all steps in the process from CAD design to finished part. This includes interactive tool path generation based on the entire work cell, automatic post-processing, and program verification using full-body collision detection. This results in reduced time and cost for programming, reduction in design change time, and smoother transition from prototype to production.

The GISC-based architecture also provides for virtual collaborative environments which enable design and machining to occur at different locations using the same integrated environment. The real-time subsystem can also be transparently interfaced to low-level open architecture controllers such as NIST's Enhanced Machine Controller for sensor-based adaptive machining and in-process monitoring. These benefits can be applied to the modernization of the Defense Production Complex and to increasing economic competitiveness of U.S. manufacturers.
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APPENDIX A - EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION OF A GENERIC CNC COMMAND

CNCMachine Class/Subclass Method **point_to_point_positioning** (G00)
Software Requirements Specification and Design

1. General Description

Point-to-Point Positioning method

1.1 Overall Perspective

The following describes a method which belongs to the generic CNCMachine class and its derived subclasses. The CNCMachine class is a C++ class which is part of the RIPE/RIPL Device class hierarchy. It is a subclass of the Transport class and resides at the same level in the hierarchy (third tier) as the generic Robot class. They both model generic transport devices. The CNCMachine class logically models a Computer Numerically Controlled machining workstation. Applications which create objects from the CNCMachine class or its derived subclasses use them to control the operations of a CNC machine through a generic programming language as defined by the class methods. The following is a specification for one of those methods.

1.2 Functions

Method **point_to_point_positioning** is a motion command which, when executed, moves a tool attached to the CNC machine from one location to another. How the motion is carried out is determined by parameters passed into the method when it is called. Any combination of the axes available to the machine can be controlled by this positioning command. The final destination of the tool can be specified in absolute or relative (incremental) coordinates. The coordinate system used to specify the destination can be selected according to the capabilities of the machine. Most machines provide for at least 3 coordinate systems: a machine or tooling coordinate system (MCS, TCS, G28, G53), a work or program coordinate system (WCS, PCS, G92, G54-59), and a local coordinate system (G52). The units for the coordinate system are also machine-dependent and are usually specified in inches or millimeters. The motion is always carried out at the maximum traverse rate of the machine which is usually set for each axis independently by the machine tool builder. Therefore, the traverse rate cannot be controlled by this method. During motion, the tool is accelerated to the predetermined speed by the controller and decelerated as the tool approaches its final destination. On some machines, “in-position” checking is performed at the completion of the move to verify that the feed motor is within a specified range of the destination location.

This type of motion is normally used when moving in free space between operations performed on a workpiece because it is the fastest and most efficient type of machine tool motion.

1.3 User Characteristics

Users of this method include software developers of CNC machine subclasses and possibly applications programmers. It can be used by any developer of CNC machine applications.

1.4 General Constraints

Current implementations of this method require that the CNC machine have a communication interface which allows a host computer executing this method to transmit the appropriate positioning command to the CNC controller. The controller then activates the machine axes to perform the motion. Hopefully sometime in the future, CNC machine controllers will be directly programmable in the “high-level language” defined by these methods.

The number and types of axes controllable by this command are machine-dependent.
This command cannot control the speed of the motion.

1.5 Assumptions and Dependencies

This method assumes that point-to-point positioning for a generic CNC machine is implemented using the standard G00 code.

2. Specific Requirements

The following sections describe all of the details of the point_to_point_positioning method which are needed to generate an actual implementation. This includes the method name, its parameters and their interpretation, and the processing sequence required to accomplish the specified function of this method.

2.1 Functional Requirements

Project Name: Generic Programming Languages for Manufacturing Processes
Class Name: CNCMachine
Method Name: point_to_point_positioning
Form of Call: return_code = point_to_point_positioning(destination, attributes) ;
Return Type: Integer status code

2.1.1 Introduction

Method point_to_point_positioning is a motion command which, when executed, causes the axes of a CNC machine to move from one point to another at the maximum traverse rate of the machine tool. How the motion is carried out is determined by the destination and attributes parameters.

2.1.2 Inputs

Parameter destination - This is a vector object which specifies the point or location to which the machine moves. It contains the coordinate values of each machine tool axis. The number and type of axes are machine-dependent. For example, a 5-axis machine would require that the vector contain 5 coordinates for X, Y, and Z (translation axes), and A and B (rotational axes). The units and ranges of these coordinate values are also machine-dependent.

Parameter attributes - This is a bit mask whose fields specify what coordinate system to use and whether the destination is in absolute or relative coordinates.

2.1.3 Processing

The input parameters must first be validated. If an invalid attribute is passed in (unrecognizable bit pattern), the method will simply return an error code without moving the machine tool. If the attributes parameter makes sense, it is parsed to determine the coordinate system and mode (absolute vs relative). Based on this information, the destination vector can be examined to determine if the values make sense (within range, correct dimension). If the destination is unreachable, the method will return an error code without moving the machine tool. If the parameters are valid, the appropriate command(s) will be encoded in an ASCII message and sent to the controller for execution.

A group of commands at each step in the sequence of a typical CNC machine controller program is called a block. The encoded ASCII message sent to the controller will comprise one block. A block typically has the following generic configuration:

```
NOOOOGOOXOO.OYOO.OZOO.OA00.OBO0.OCOO.OMOOSOOTOO<CR>
```

The N field contains the sequence number. This is optional when the block is sent from a remote host. The G field contains the G code associated with the particular action to be performed. For this type of
move, the code is G00. The X, Y, Z, A, B, and C fields contain the destination coordinate values for each machine axis. The M field contains a code for miscellaneous functions. It is not used in this method. The S field contains a value for spindle speed. It is not used in this method. The T field contains a tool function code. It is not used in this method.

Multiple G and M fields may be placed within a single block to specify several actions which must occur to complete the desired function. For this method, depending upon the attributes specified, it may be necessary to encode several G commands within the block. If the CNC machine is not currently in absolute mode and an absolute move is specified, G90 is used. If the CNC machine is not currently in incremental mode and a relative or incremental move is specified, G91 is used. If the desired coordinate system for the move is not the current coordinate system setting, then one of the following codes will have to be specified, assuming that origin locations for these coordinate systems have already been defined and saved internally by the CNCMachine class: G52, G53, G54-G59, or G92 (see the specifications for the commands which set up coordinate systems in order to learn how to build the appropriate forms of the message for these particular G codes). A typical message format for an absolute point-to-point positioning move of the X and Z axes in the current coordinate system would be:

```
G90 G00 X25.0 Z10.0
```

This message is sent over a serial port using a communication object defined internally by the CNCMachine class or its derived subclass. If the CNC controller has the capability of returning a status message after the command has been executed, the point_to_point_positioning method will wait until it receives that message before returning control to the caller of the method.

### Outputs

An ASCII message as described above is output to the CNC machine being controlled. The resulting side effect is the motion of the machine tool axes as specified by the commands embedded within this message. The status message (if possible) returned by the machine controller is converted into a status code which is the return type of the method call. This will be 0 if the command executed correctly. Otherwise it will be a value which is normally less than zero.

### 2.2 External Interface Requirement

#### 2.2.1 User Interface Requirements

This method must be called within a C++ program which has created a CNCMachine object or a derived subclass object. A graphical user interface built on top of the C++ environment allows the operator to graphically program a machining application using this command.

#### 2.2.2 Hardware Interface Requirements

As stated above, a communication handler object serves as the logical interface between this method which is executing on a host computer and the CNC machine controller which performs the actual motion. This communication object has generic send_msg and receive_msg methods which can be used to send the message block defined above to the controller and receive back status. These methods hide the actual communication mechanism from the point_to_point_positioning method, thereby providing device independence and a measure of portability and reusability. Currently, most CNC machines are interfaced to an external computer through a serial port. One possible protocol used is DNC (Distributed or Direct Numerical Control). Currently there are serial classes available in RIPE/RIPL which are used to provide this interface.
2.2.3 Software Interface Requirements
The methods of the `CNCMachine` class and its derived subclasses interface to RIPE/RJPL and the CNC machine controller software environment.

2.2.4 Communication Interface Requirements
The communication interface to the CNC machine controller has already been discussed in the hardware interface requirements. More specific details will depend upon the particular CNC machine controller used to implement the software. This will therefore fall under the purview of the subclass derived from the generic `CNCMachine` class for a particular CNC machine.

2.3 Performance Requirements
There are none for this method. However, if the controller is capable of sending back status after executing the motion, and if this status fails to arrive within a certain time frame, then the communication handler will timeout and inform this method that something has gone wrong. This method will then give up and return a timeout status to the caller. The length of the time frame is dependent upon the CNC machine.

2.4 Design Constraints
The number and types of axes controllable by this method are machine-dependent. This method cannot control the speed of the motion.

2.4.1 Standards Compliance

2.4.2 Hardware Limitations
This method should be capable of running on any host computer which can compile and execute C++ code and which can be physically interfaced to a CNC machine controller, using the necessary interface software (communication handler) to send and receive messages.

3. Class Elements Dependencies
The following describes those elements of the `CNCMachine` class and its subclasses which the `point_to_point_positioning` method depends upon for its implementation.

3.1 Data Structures
Data structures are defined to model the following components required by this method:
- number of axes available (degrees of freedom),
- symbolic constants to reference or index the individual axes in a vector object (X, Y, Z, A, B, C),
- coordinate systems (transformation matrices or origin references),
- symbolic constants to define the various bit mask fields for the `attributes` parameter,
- templates for encoding CNC program blocks,
- hooks to communication objects,
- status messages and status codes.
3.2 Other Information

The following information is maintained by an object created as an instance of the `CNCMachine` class:
- the current mode of the CNC controller (absolute or relative),
- the current coordinate system in use,
- the current units used by the CNC controller (inches or millimeters),
- the minimum and maximum travel ranges for each axis,
- the types of status messages returned and their corresponding integer codes,
- the type of communication protocol used between the host and CNC controller (DNC),
- timeout parameters.
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